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Uniform exponential decay of solution is established for the elastodynamic
system of elasticity using boundary feedback control. Energy dissipation is intro-
duced via linear velocity feedbacks acting through a portion of the boundary as
traction forces. Two primary goals are achieved: First, these results are proven
without the imposition of strong geometric assumptions on the controlled portion
of the boundary, thus extending earlier work which required that the domain be
``star shaped.'' Second, the feedback is only a function of velocity, as opposed to
also containing the tangential derivative of the displacement, resulting in a physi-
cally viable feedback. Proof is based on the multiplier method and relies critically
on sharp trace estimates for the tangential derivative of the displacement on the
boundary as well as on unique continuation results for the corresponding static
system. Q 1998 Academic Press
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1. INTRODUCTION
Uniform stabilization of the wave equation with feedback control acting
through either Dirichlet or Neumann boundary conditions has been widely
studied. However, addressing the same question for the system of elasticity
has remained a mathematical challenge. While a few results exist, begin-
w xning with the work of Lagnese 11 , only a partial answer has been
achieved.
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w xIn 11 , Lagnese considers a linear elastodynamic system with boundary
control acting as traction forces. Under strong geometric restrictions, he
found that the system is uniformly stabilized using velocity feedback.
w xLagnese's later work in 12 obtains uniform stability for the system of
linear elasticity using nonlinear boundary control, but to do so, the
feedback was modified in order to deal with technical difficulties in the
proof. Rather than only using velocity feedback, he was forced to include
the tangential derivative of the displacement as well. Additionally, he
makes an assumption that the body is in a state of plane strain, reducing
the problem to a two-dimensional system. As in his earlier work, the
geometric constraint requiring that the domain be star-shaped must be
assumed.
More recent results, which establish uniform stabilization when feed-
back control is acting through natural and physically implementable condi-
w xtions have been proven by Alabau and Komornik 1 . In addition, these
results are valid for nonisotropic systems. Their proof is constructive,
w xbased on the method developed in 10 to address the wave equation, and
allows the authors to obtain precise decay estimates. However, their
results require an even more stringent geometric assumption than the
w xwork of Lagnese. In 1 , the domain is forced to be a sphere, leaving the
question of uniform stability open in the case of more general domains.
Our motivation in addressing the question of uniform stability for the
system of linear elasticity is twofold. First, we wish to eliminate the strong
geometric constraints assumed to hold in the above results. This is an
extension analogous to that which occurred for the case of the wave
w xequation Until the works of Lasiecka and Triggiani 15 and Bardos et al.
w x3 , most results on the wave equation were based on the assumption that
the geometry of the domain satisfied strict constraints. Our second goal is
to use only a feedback control defined in terms of the velocity to stabilize
the system. Modification of the boundary conditions results in a system
which is not physically appealing and does not use the natural feedback for
the system.
A critical step in addressing these two goals lies in adapting the
w xtechniques in 15 . To eliminate similar geometric constraints in the case of
the wave equation, Lasiecka and Triggiani based their proof on a pseudo-
differential analysis which permits certain boundary traces of the solution
to the wave equation to be expressed in terms of other traces modulo
lower order interior terms. In fact, sharp trace regularity results have
proven themselves to be of critical importance in the study of controllabil-
ity and stabilizability of numerous systems. Particular cases include the
 w x.wave equation see 15 and both linear and nonlinear plate equations
 w x w x.see 8 and 14 .
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2. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
To formulate the system of elasticity, we begin with the following
 .definitions. Let u s u , 1 F i F n, be the displacement vector. Since wei
 .are considering a homogeneous, isotropic body, the strain tensor e isi j
given by
1 ­ u ­ ui j
e u ' q , 1 F i , j F n. .i j  /2 ­ x ­ xj i
The stress]strain relation can be expressed as
n ­ u ­ ui j
s u s l e d q 2me s l div u d q m q , .  .i j k k i j i j i j  /­ x ­ xj iks1
where l, m ) 0 are Lame's coefficients and are constant. In more generalÂ
.cases, l and m are assumed to be functions of position. In the above
equation, d is the Kronecker delta, i.e., d s 1 if i s j and d s 0 ifi j i j i j
i / j.
With the above definitions in mind, we now consider the system of
linear elasticity defined in the open domain V ; R n with smooth bound-
ary ­ V s d V j ­ V . The governing equations for a tree-dimensional0 1
elastic body are given by
u y = ? s u s 0 in V = 0, T , 2.1a .  .  .t t
u s 0 on ­ V = 0, T , 2.1b .  .0
s u n s g on­ V = 0, T , 2.1c .  .  .1
u x , 0 s u x ; u x , 0 s u x in V , 2.1d .  .  .  .  .0 t 1
where n represents the unit outward normal vector to ­ V. Throughout
this paper, we will assume that ­ V l ­ V s B in the above model. This0 1
is a necessary assumption in the proofs that follow.
For this system, we wish to answer the question of uniform stabilization
when only velocity feedback is acting through the boundary, i.e., when
g ' yu . For this problem, the following well-posedness results have bet
w xshown to hold using standard linear semigroup theory 11 . Alternatively,
 w x.this can also be established via elliptic theory see 20 . To state these
1  .results, we first define the function space, H V0 to be­ V 0
n1 1H V ' n g H V N n s 0 on ­ V . .  . . 5­ V 00
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 .   .  ..THEOREM 2.1 Existence of strong solutions . Let u x , u x g0 1
 2 ..n 1  .  1 ..nH V l H V = H V satisfy the following compatibility condi-­ V 0
tion:
s u n s yu on ­ V . .0 1 1
Then there exists a unique solution,
n n2 1 1w xu x , t , u x , t g C 0, T ; H V l H V = H V .  .  .  .  . .  .  . /t ­ V 0
 .satisfying system 2.1 .
 .   .  ..THEOREM 2.2 Existence of weak solutions . Let u x , u x g0 1
1  .  2 ..n. H V = L V . Then there exists a unique solution in the sense of­ V 0
.distributions ,
n1 2w xu x , t , u x , t g C 0, T ; H V = L V .  .  .  . .  . /t ­ V 0
 .satisfying system 2.1 .
Our goal is to show that the energy of the solutions to this problem
decays uniformly to zero with respect to the initial energy. For this system,
the energy is defined by
1 25 5E t ' u q s u , e u 2.2 .  .  .  . . 4L V . Vt2 2
 1 ..nwhich is topologically equivalent to the usual topology on H V =
 2 ..nL V . With this definition, we state our main result.
 .  .THEOREM 2.3 Uniform stability . Let u be a solution of system 2.1 and
 . nlet h x ' x y x , where x g R . Assume that0 0
h x ? n F 0 on ­ V 2.3 .  .0
and that ­ V l ­ V s B. Then there exist constants C ) 0 and v ) 0 such0 1
that
E t F Ceyv tE 0 ; t ) 0. .  .
Notice that Theorem 2.3 extends earlier results by eliminating the
geometric constraints on the controlled portion of the boundary. However,
the restriction on the uncontrolled portion is identical to that in, for
w xexample, 12 and cannot be eliminated.
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3. PROOF OF THEOREM 2.3
 1 ..nTo facilitate the steps in our proof of Theorem 2.3, let f g H V .
Then the following variational formulation is valid for the system of
elasticity:
u , f q s u , e f q u , f y s u n , f s 0, 3.1 .  .  .  .  .  . .  . ­ V­ VVt t tV 01
 .  .where the boundary conditions in 2.1b and 2.1c have been taken into
account.
3.1. Dissipati¨ ity Inequality
We first show that the energy of the system is dissipative. While this
guarantees that the energy is nonincreasing, alone it is not sufficient to
ensure decay. However, this identity establishes an important relationship
between the energy at any time and the initial energy.
 .LEMMA 3.1. Let u be a weak solution of system 2.1 . Then, for any s - t,
the following inequality holds:
t 2< <E t q 2 u dx dt s E s . 3.2 .  .  .H H t
s ­ V 1
 .Proof. Let f ' u in the variational formulation 3.1 and integratet
with respect to time.
Then
t t t
u , u dt q s u , e u V dt q u , u dt .  .  .  . .H H H ­ Vt t t t t tV 1
s s s
t
y s u n , u dt s 0 . .H ­ Vt 0
s
1 2 1 25 5 5 5« u t y u s .  .L V . L V .t t2 22 2
1 1q s u t , e u t y s u s , e u s V .  .  .  . .  .  .  . .  .V2 2
t 25 5q u dt s 0H L ­ V .t 2 1
s
t 25 5« E t q 2 u dt s E s . .  .H L ­ V .t 2 1
s
Thus, the energy is nonincreasing.
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3.2. Stability Estimates
To establish the uniform stability result of Theorem 2.3, we wish to
w xformulate the problem in semigroup form, a technique motivated by 2
and widely used to prove stability results. To do so, we follow the work of
w x11 and define appropriate operators.
  ..n   ..nLet A: L V ª L V be the positive, self-adjoint operator2 2
defined by
n2 1Au s = ? s u , D A ' u g H V l H V . .  .  .  . . 5­ V 0
To reformulate the problem as an initial value problem, we set u1. s u,
2.  .u s u . Then system 2.1 may be written ast
U y AU s 0, t ) 0,t
U 0 s U , . 0
where
1. uu 0U s , U s ,02. u /  /1u
and A is the linear operator defined by
0 IA ' , /A 0
where
n1. 2. 2 1D A ' u , u g H V l H V .  .  .  . . ­ V 0
1 < 1. 2.= H V s u n s yu on ­¶ . .  . 5­ V t 10
With this definition, A is dissipative and, because ­ V l ­ V s B, A is0 1
the infinitesimal generator of a strongly continuous semigroup et A, t G 0,
1  .   ..n  w x.of contractions on H V = L V see 11 .­ V 20
 . 1  .To prove uniform stability of system 2.1 on the space H V =­ V 0
  ..nL V , it is sufficient to prove that there exists T ) 0 such that2
5 T A 5 1 ne F r - 1, 3.3 .L H V .=L V .. .­ V 20
 w x.where r is a constant possibly dependent on T see 18 . The crux of the
proof of Theorem 2.3 lies in establishing the following lemma. With this
technical estimate, the proof of exponential stabilization follows by semi-
group methods.
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 .  .LEMMA 3.2 Stability estimate . Let u be a strong solution to system 2.1 .
Assume
h x ? n F 0 on ­ V . . 0
 .Then there exists a sufficiently large time T and a constant C T , dependent
upon T , such that the following estimate is satisfied:
T 2< <E T F C T u dx dt. 3.4 .  .  .H H t
0 ­ V 1
Proof of Theorem 2.3. Assuming the validity of the above lemma, the
proof of Theorem 2.3 is straightforward. By the semigroup property, we
have
5 T A 5 2 1 nE T s e u , u . 3.5 .  .  .H V .=L V ..0 1 ­ V 20
 .Thus the dissipativity equality 3.2 , with s s 0 and t s T , implies that
T2 2 2T A 1 2 n 1 n5 5 5 5 5 5e u , u q 2 u dts u , u . .  .H V .=L V .. H L ­ V . H V .=L V ..0 1 t 0 1­ V 2 1 ­ V 20 00
 .Combining the above identity with 3.4 yields
12 2T A 1 n 1 n5 5 5 5e u , u q E T F u , u . .  .  .H V .=L V .. H V .=L V ..0 1 0 1­ V 2 ­ V 20 0C T .
 .which, with 3.5 , gives
12 2T A 1 n 1 n5 5 5 5e u , u F u , u . .  .H V .=L V .. H V .=L V ..0 1 0 1­ V 2 ­ V 20 01 q C T .
 .  .Since C T ) 0, this inequality proves 3.3 .
4. PROOF OF STABILITY ESTIMATE
4.1. Preliminary Estimate
Breaking the proof of the stability estimates into a number of steps, the
first goal is to establish the following identity. This preliminary identity
gives a bound on the energy in terms of the control, traces of the solution
 .on the boundary, and lower order terms l.o.t. .
 .LEMMA 4.1. Let u be a solution to system 2.1 . Assume
h x ? n F 0 on ­ V . . 0
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1Then there exists a constant C such that, for any 0 - e - , the following4
estimate is satisfied:
T T 2< <E t dt F C E 0 q E T q u dx dt .  .  .H H H t
0 0 ­ V 1
T 2< <q =u dx dt q l.o.t. u , 4.1 .  .H H 5
0 ­ V 1
where
T 2
1y e n5 5l.o.t. u ' u dt . H H V ..
0
and refers to terms in¨ol¨ ing norms of u which are strictly lower order in
comparison to the energy norm.
Proof. To establish the estimate, the technique used is to use the
w x w x``multiplier method'' which is described in such works as 9 and 13 . Both
of these works, as well as numerous other results on boundary controllabil-
ity and stabilization in the past decade, were motivated by the pioneering
w xwork of Lions 16 . To implement the multiplier method, the multipliers
that have been used in the case of the wave equation give an indication as
to which should be used for the system of elasticity. However, due to the
technical difficulties that arise from the coupled system, it is convenient to
deal with some notational details before we begin.
As for the wave equation, the multiplier =uh will be used. Note that
e =uh s e u q R, 4.2 .  .  .
where the components of the first order tensor R are given by
1R ' h u q h u . .i j k i , k j k j , k i2
At this stage, the summation convention is adopted to indicate summation
with respect to k.
First multiplier. Let f s =uh be the test function in the variational
 .formulation 3.1 . Then
u , =uh q s u , e =uh .  .  . . Vt t V
q u , =uh y s u n , =uh s 0. 4.3 .  .  . . ­ V­ Vt 01
 .  .Since e =uh s e u q R,
s u , e =uh s s u , e u q s u , R . 4.4 .  .  .  .  .  . .  .  .V V V
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Note that
1s u , R s s u , u h q u h s s u , u h 4.5 .  .  .  . .  .  .V i j j , k i k i , k j k i j i , k j k2 V V
 .since s u is a symmetric tensor.
 .Integrating 4.3 with respect to t yields
T T T
u , =uh dt q s u , e =uh dt q u , =uh dt .  .  .  . .H H H ­ VVt t tV 1
0 0 0
T
y s u n , =uh dt s 0. 4.6 .  . . ­ VH 0
0
Integrating the first integral by parts and using the divergence theorem,
T TT<u , =uh dt s u , =uh y u , =u h dt .  .  .H 0 Ht t t t tV V V
0 0
1 TT 2< < <s u , =uh y u h ? n dx dt . 0 H Ht tV 2 0 ­ V
n T 2< <q u dx dt , 4.7 .H H t2 0 V
with the fact that h is a radial vector.
 .  .To simplify the second integral in 4.6 , recall 4.2 . With this identity,
T T T
s u , e =uh dt s s u , e u dt q s , u h dt. .  .  .  . .  .  .H H HV V i j i , k j k V
0 0 0
4.8 .
Finally, the last integral may be simplified as follows:
s u n , =uh s s u , e u n h , 4.9 .  .  .  . .  .­ V ­ V0 0
due to the fact that u ' 0 on ­ V .0
 .Combining the above three identities with 4.6 , the result is
1 nT TT 2 2< < < < <u , =uh y u h ? n dx dt q u dx dt . 0 H H H Ht t tV 2 20 ­ V 0 V1
T T
q s u , e u dt q s , u h dt .  . .  .H HV i j i , k j k V
0 0
T T
q u , =uh dt y s u , e u h ? n dt s 0. .  .  . . ­ VH H­ Vt 01
0 0
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Rearranging terms and recalling the assumption that h ? n F 0 on ­ V0
gives
n T T T2< <u dx dt q s u , e u dt q s , u h dt .  . .  .H H H HVt i j i , k j k V2 0 V 0 0
1 TT 2< < <F y u , =uh q u h ? n dx dt . 0 H Ht tV 2 0 ­ V 1
T
y u , =uh dt. 4.10 .  .H ­ Vt 1
0
Noting that
2s u h q ns u ? e u s = ? s u ? e u h, .  .  .  . .i j i , k j k
the above inequality can be further simplified by applying the divergence
theorem:
n nT T T2< <u dx dt q s u , e u dt y s u , e u dt .  .  .  . .  .H H H HV Vt2 20 V 0 0
1 T 2< <F C E 0 q E T q u h ? n dx dt .  . H H t2 0 ­ V 1
T T
y u , =uh dt y s u , e u h ? n dt. 4.11 .  .  .  . .H H­ V ­ Vt 1
0 0
Second multiplier. Let f s u be the test function in the variational
 .formulation 3.1 . Then
u , u q s u , e u q u , u y s u n , u s 0. 4.12 .  .  .  .  .  . .  . v V­ VVt t tV 01
 .Integrating 4.12 with respect to time, we find
T TT 2
n< 5 5u , u y u dt q s u , e u dt .  .  . .0 H L V .. H Vt tV 2
0 0
T T
q u , u dt y s u n , u dt s 0. 4.13 .  .  . . ­ VH H­ Vt 01
0 0
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Hence,
T T 2 T
n5 5 <s u , e u dt s u dt y u , u .  .  . .H H L V .. 0V t t V2
0 0
T T
y u , u dt q s u n , u dt. .  . . ­ VH H­ Vt 01
0 0
4.14 .
 .  .Obtaining the final identity. Multiplying 4.14 by n y 1 r2 and adding
 .the result to 4.11 results in the inequality
1 1T T2
n5 5u dt q s u , e u dt .  . .H L V .. H Vt 22 20 0
1 T 2< <F C E 0 q E T q u h ? n dx dt .  . H H t2 0 ­ V 1
T T
y u , =uh dt y s u , e u h ? n dt .  .  . . ­ VH H­ Vt 11
0 0
1 y n TT<q u , u q u , u dt .  .0 H ­ Vt tV 1 /2 0
T 2< <F C E 0 q E T q u dx dt .  . H H t
0 ­ V 1
T 2< <q =u dx dt q l.o.t. u , 4.15 .  .H H 5
0 ­ V 1
where terms on the boundary have been bounded using the trace theorem,
thus resulting in the lower order terms in the inequality.
4.2. Absorbtion of Boundary Traces
The next step is to eliminate the integral involving boundary traces of
the displacement. Thus, we wish to prove the following lemma.
 .LEMMA 4.2. Let u be a solution to system 2.1 . Assume
h x ? n F 0 on ­ V . . 0
 .Then for some sufficiently large time T there exists constant C T such that,
1for any 0 - e - , the following estimate is satisfied:4
T 2< <E T - C T u dx dt q l.o.t u . 4.16 .  .  .  .H H t 5
0 ­ V 1
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Terms involving boundary traces in Lemma 4.1 are problematic. To
bound the traces by norms of the control and lower order terms is the
goal; however, standard trace theory cannot be used. While trace theory
does provide bounds in terms of interior norms, these norms are in spaces
higher than that of the energy space. Thus, an alternative method of
estimating these traces must be found.
Remark. It should be noted that the imposition of geometric con-
w x w xstraints on the controlled portion of the boundary in 11 and 1 , as well as
w xthe modification of the boundary conditions in 12 , was precisely done to
 .facilitate the removal of these traces. If the first inequality in 4.15 is
considered, the terms involving spatial derivatives of u on the boundary
will all be negative if the assumption h ? n ) 0 is imposed on ­ V and1
may, therefore, be discarded.
Rather than imposing geometric restrictions, we apply sharp trace
w xregularity results analogous to those derived for the wave equation in 15 .
This allows us to obtain the desired inequality without having to either
modify the boundary feedback by including the tangential derivative of the
displacement or assume h ? n ) 0 on ­ V , thus forcing the domain to be1
star-shaped.
 w x.  .THEOREM 4.1 Trace regularity 7 . Let u be the solution to 2.1 and let
0 - a - Tr2. Then u satisfies the following inequality:
5 5 2 2 n=ut L a , Tya : ­ V ..
5 5 2 2 n 5 5 2 2 nF C u q s u n q l.o.t. u , 4.17 .  .  . 4L 0 , T ; ­ V .. L 0 , T ; ­ V ..t
where n and t are, respecti¨ ely, the unit normal and a unit tangent to the
boundary.
Notice that to get this sharper bound on the trace, we must sacrifice part
of the time interval. However, for some purposes, this bound is more
useful than the bounds we would achieve using trace theory. While the
w xdetails of the proof of this theorem can be found in 7 , for completeness, a
sketch of the proof may be found in Appendix A.
To take advantage of this result, apply the result of Lemma 4.1 on the
 .interval a , T y a to find
Tya
E t dt F C E a q E T y a .  .  .H 
a
Tya Tya2 2< < < <q u dx dt q =u dx dt q l.o.t. u . 4.18 .  .H H H Ht 5
a ­ V a ­ V1 1
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ny1  4ny1Noting that =u ' =un q  =ut , where n , t form an orthonor-ks1 k k ks1
mal set of normal and tangent vectors,
Tya Tya2 2< < < <=u dx dt F =un dx dtH H H H
a ­ V a ­ V1 1
ny1
Tya 2< <q =ut dx dt. 4.19 . H H k
a ­ V 1ks1
To obtain a bound for the normal derivative in terms of the boundary
condition, we denote
d ' =utk k
and write
s u n s yu , 4.20 .  .t
=ut s d , 4.21 .k k
resulting in the algebraic linear system
TAu s yu , d , . . . , d , .t 1 ny1
 .where u ' u , . . . , u , u , . . . , u , . . . , u , . . . , u and the deter-1, 1 1, n 2, 1 2, n n, 1 n, n
minant of the matrix A is nonzero. Solving the above system and integrat-
 .ing the result over ­ V = a , T y a yields the inequality1
n ny1
Tya Tya2 2 2< < < < < <D u dx dt F C u q d dx dt. H H H Hk t 5
a ­ V a ­ V1 1ks1 ks1
4.22 .
This estimate, together with the application of Theorem 4.1 and recollec-
tion that the energy of the system is dissipative gives
T y 2a E T .  .
T 2< <F C E 0 q u dx dt . H H t
0 ­ V 1
T 2< <q s u n dx dt q l.o.t. u . 4.23 .  .  .H H 5
0 ­ V 1
 .  .  .Recalling the dissipativity identity 3.2 , E 0 may be replaced by E T q
5 5 2 2 n  .2 u . Using this and imposing the boundary condition in 2.1cL 0, T ; ­ V ..t
yields
T 2< <T y 2a E T q CE T F C u dx dt q l.o.t. u . 4.24 .  .  .  .  .H H t 5
0 ­ V 1
 .Taking T to be sufficiently large results in the desired inequality, 4.16 .
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4.3. Estimation of Lower Order Terms
To complete the proof of Lemma 3.2, the final step is to eliminate the
lower order terms remaining on the right-hand side of the inequality in
 .4.16 . To do so, a compactness]uniqueness argument is used, ultimately
w xrelying on unique continuation results of 4 for the static system of
elasticity.
 .LEMMA 4.3. Let u be a solution to 2.1 . Then the following inequality is
satisfied:
T T2 2
1y e n5 5 < <l.o.t. u ' u dt F C T u dx dt. 4.25 .  .  .H H V .. H H t
0 0 ­ V 1
Proof. By using a compactness]uniqueness argument, the proof is by
 .contradiction. Assume that inequality 4.25 is not valid. Then there exists
 4`  .a sequence of solutions u satisfying system 2.1 with initial datam ms1
 . 1  .   ..nu , u g H V = L V such thatn,0 n, 1 ­ V 20
T 2< <l.o.t. u ' 1 and u dx dt ª 0 as m ª `. 4.26 .  .H Hm m , t
0 ­ V 1
Define
1 2
n5 5E t ' u q s u , e u . .  .  . . 4L V ..m m , t m m2 V2
 .  .Since u t satisfies system 2.1 , Lemma 4.2 can be applied and hencem
E T F C T uniformly in m. .  .m
Thus, the sequence has the following convergence properties:
n1u ª u in L 0, T ; H V weakly star, . . /m `
4.27 .
n
u ª u in L 0, T ; L V weakly star. . . .m , t t ` 2
Therefore, since the lower order terms are compact with respect to the
energy norm, it can be inferred that
l.o.t. u ª l.o.t. u as m ª `. 4.28 .  .  .m
 .Under the assumptions in 4.26 , we also know
n
u ª 0 in L 0, T ; ­ V . 4.29 .  . .m , t 2 1
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 .Hence, by passing the limit on the original system 2.1 , we conclude that
the limit function u must satisfy
u y = ? s u s 0 in V = 0, T , .  .t t
u s 0 on ­ V = 0, T , .0 4.30 .
s u n s 0 on ­ V = 0, T , .  .1
plus the overdetermined boundary condition,
u s 0 on ­ V = 0, T . 4.31 .  .t 1
Our goal is to show that if u satisfies the above overdetermined system
 .  .defined by 4.30 and 4.31 , then u ' 0. To do so, we adapt the arguments
w xof 3 .
PROPOSITION 4.1. The ¨ector space X , defined byT
w x 1X ' u , u g C 0, T ; H V .  .T t ­ V 0
n
= L V N u satisfies 4.30 ] 4.31 , 4.32 .  .  .  . . 52
is finite dimensional for sufficiently large T.
 . 1  .   ..nProof. Let u g X with conditions u , u g H V = L V .T 0 1 ­ V 20
 .  .Then u ' u satisfies 4.30 and 4.31 as well.Ä t
Define
1 2Ä 5 5E t ' u q s u , e u . 4.33 .  .  .  . .Ä Ä Ä 4L V . Vt2 2
Since u satisfies the overdetermined problem, Lemma 4.1 and the dissipa-Ä
 .tivity equality 3.2 can be applied to find
ÄE 0 F C T l.o.t. u . 4.34 .  .  .  .Ä
From the definition of X ,T
T T2 21ye . 2 e
1y e n 1 n 2 n5 5 5 5 5 5l.o.t. u ' u dt F u u dt , 4.35 .  .Ä Ä Ä ÄH H V .. H H V .. L V ..
0 0
where the second inequality follows from the interpolation of Sobolev
 w x.spaces see 17 . Taking the bound one step further, we obtain
T T1ye 1ye2 e 2 eÄ Än n5 5 5 5l.o.t. u F C E t u dt F CE 0 u dt. .  .  .Ä Ä ÄH L V .. H L V ..2 2
0 0
4.36 .
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 .Hence, combining this inequality with 4.34 and recalling the definition of
 .E t , we find
T1ye 2 eÄ Ä n5 5E 0 F C T E 0 u dt .  .  . ÄH L V ..2
0
Te 2 e 2 eTÄ n n5 5 5 5« E 0 F C T u dt s C T H u dt .  .  .ÄH L V .. L V ..0 t2 2
0
eF C T E 0 F `, 4.37 .  .  .
which, in particular, implies that the initial conditions associated with this
problem satisfy
n1<u , u g H V = L V . 4.38 .  .  . .  .ts01 t t ­ V 20
Therefore, from the regularity of Theorem 2.2,
n1w xu , u g C 0, T ; H V = L V . 4.39 .  .  .  . . /t t t ­ V 20
 .Returning to the original system 2.1 , elliptic theory then implies
n1 2w x= ? s u s u g C 0, T ; H V = L V « u g H V . .  .  .  . . /t t ­ V 20
4.40 .
Since the following injections are compact:
H 2 V ¨ H 1 V and H 1 V ¨ L V , 4.41 .  .  .  .  .2
w xthe results of 19 allow us to conclude that the injection
n2 1 1w xu , u g C 0, T ; H V l H V = H V .  .  .  . . /t ­ V ­ V0 0
n1w x¨ C 0, T ; H V = L V is compact. 4.42 .  .  . . /­ V 20
Therefore, the unit ball of X is compact, which in turn implies that X isT T
finite dimensional.
Conclusion of the proof of Lemma 4.3. Since X is a finite-dimensional,T
invariant subspace under d2rdt 2, the operator d2rdt 2 can be represented
 4by a finite-dimensional matrix. We show that X s 0 ; thus the onlyT
solution of the overdetermined system must be u ' 0 by the definition
of X .T
We proceed by contradiction. Assume dim X ) 0. Then the matrixT
representing d2rdt 2 must possess an eigenvalue, denoted by l, and a
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 .nonzero eigenfunction u, u g X . This solution must satisfy the corre-t T
sponding eigenvalue problem:
= ? s u s lu in V , .
u s 0 on ­ V ,0
u s 0 on ­ V ,t 1
s u n s 0 on ­ V . 4.43 .  .1
As before, define u ' u , Then u must satisfyÄ Ät
= ? s u s lu in V , .Ä Ä
u s 0 on ­ V ,Ä 4.44 .
s u n s 0 on ­ V . .Ä 1
w xApplication of Theorem 1.2 in 4 implies u ' 0. Thus, returning to theÄ
 .original problem in 2.1 u must satisfy
= ? s u s 0 in V , .
u s 0 on ­ V ,0 4.45 .
s u n s 0 on ­ V , . 1
and, therefore, by Korn's inequality, u ' 0. However, this contradicts the
assumption that
l.o.t. u ' 1, .
 .and, therefore, 4.25 must hold.
4.4. Completion of the Proof of Lemma 3.2
 .With the result of Lemma 4.3, the lower order terms in 4.25 can be
 .  .bounded by the norm of the control. Thus, substituting 4.25 into 4.16 ,
we find
T 2< <E T F C T u dx dt 4.46 .  .  .H H t
0 ­ V 1
and the proof of Lemma 4.1 is complete.
APPENDIX A: PROOF OF THEOREM 4.1
Via a partition of unity, a smoothing of the boundary procedure, and a
 .change of variable, system 2.1 can be shown to be equivalent to a more
general problem which may be stated as follows. See the books of
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w xHormander, e.g., 5 , for further information on proving this equivalence ofÈ
.systems.
 . ny1Let x ) 0 be a real-valued scalar variable and y s y , . . . , y g R1 ny1
 .be an n y 1 -dimensional vector with real components. In symbol nota-
tion, x g R1 , y g R ny1, t g R1. The domain V ' R1 = R ny1 is thexq y t xq y
< ny1half-space with boundary ­ V ' V s R , where n s dimV G 2. Inxs0 y
V, following second order system is considered:
PusT x , y D2 u q P x , y , D , D u s f , A.1a .  . .t x y
B 0, y , D , D u N s g , A.1b . .x y ­ V
with the differentials D , D , D defined byt x y j
1 ­ 1 ­ 1 ­
D ' , D ' , D ' . A.1c .t x y j’ ’ ’­ t ­ x ­ yy 1 y 1 y 1 j
 .P x, y, D , D is an elliptic operator of order 2 in the variables x and yx y
 .with symbol p x, y, j , h . Without loss of generality, the entries in the
 . matrix p x, y, j , n may be assumed to have the following form modulo
.lower order terms :
j 2 q D j , h , h 2 , i s j, k s 1, 2, .i j k k A.2 .p x , y , j , h ' .i j 2 D j , h , h , i / j, k s 1, 2. .i j k k
 .  .T x, y is a positive definite diagonal matrix with entries t x, y ) 0i i
 .; x, y g V and for i s 1, . . . , n.
 .In the definition of the symbols corresponding to the operators in 2.1 ,
q s D y ig , g ) 0, D g R, will denote the Laplace transform variable
corresponding to t, i.e., D ª q , while j g R and h g R ny1 are thet
Fourier transform variables corresponding to x and y, respectively, i.e.,
D ª j , D ª h .x y jj
On the boundary, ­ V, the symbol of the operator B has the form
 .modulo lower order terms
j q b h , i s j, k s 1, . . . , n y 1, .i j k A.3 .Äb y , j , h s .i j  b h , i / j, k s 1, . . . , n y 1. .i j k
 2 .In the above definitions, D j , h , h may be second order and containi j k k
second order combinations, e.g, jh , but does not contain j 2 terms.k
 2 .Additionally, D j , h , h may depend on the spatial variables x and y,i j k k
 .but is independent of t. In the boundary operator, b h is assumed to bei j k
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no worse than linear in all variables h , k s 1, . . . , n y 1, and may dependk
on y.
 .Localization in x, y, D , h Space
To establish the estimate of Theorem 4.1, the operator P is studied by
considering subregions of the space]time place in which the symbol of P
is defined. This idea is formulated more precisely in the following seven
steps. Our goal is to take advantage of the behavior of the symbol within
these subregions and use the results to compare the norms of the time and
tangential derivatives.
 .  .  .With the definition of P in 2.1a , and the symbol p x, y; j , h in 2.2
 .corresponding to P, the matrix ` x, y; q , j , h with entriesi j
yt x , y q 2 q p x , y , j , h , i s j, .  .i i i j
` x , y , q , j , h s A.4 .  .i j  p x , y , j , h , i / j, .i j
is the symbol corresponding to P. Since q s D y ig , this can be rewritten
as
¡ 2 2yt x , y D y g q 2 iDg t .  .i i i i~ qp x , y , j , h , i s j, .` x , y , q , j , h s A.5 .  .i ji j ¢p x , y , j , h , i / j. .i j
Without loss of generality, we may assume g s 0, as extension to the case
g ) 0 follows similarly to the results for the wave equation considered in
w x15 . With this assumption, the symbol corresponding to P becomes
yt x , y D2 q p x , y , j , h , i s j, .  .i i i j
` x , y , q , j , h s A.6 .  .i j  p x , y , j , h , i / j. .i j
Because of the symmetry of ` in D and h at the highest order, we mayij
2 n  .  .restrict our focus to the region R s x, y; D , h : x, y g V, D , h ) 0,q j
4j s 1, . . . n .
Step 1. Cutoff in time. Although we only consider the quarter space R2 n,q
the following arguments hold in any quarter and can then be combined to
cover the entire space. To avoid difficulties near the origin, we begin by
 .  . ` .defining a cutoff solution u t . Let z t g C R be a cutoff functionc 0
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FIG. 1. Elliptic region R j R and nonelliptic region R j R .1 t r 2 t r
 .defined such that 0 F z t F 1 ; t g R and
1, t g a , T y a , .
z t s A.7 .  . 0, t g y`, 0 j T , ` . .  .
 .  .  .  .Define a cutoff solution u t ' z t u t , where u is the solution to 2.1 .c
 .Then u t satisfiesc
w xPu s P , z u q z f ,c
A.8 .
Bu s z g .c
Note that this step forces the restriction of the time interval on the
 .left-hand side of the estimate in Theorem 4.1 to a , T y a .
Step 2. Localization in Drh plane. Consider the regions in Figure 1.
Despite the two-dimensional drawing, keep in mind that h g R ny1 and
n  . `thus the full D = h region lies in R . Let c D , h g C be a homogeneous
 .symbol of order 0 in both D and h defined such that 0 F c D , h F 1
;D , h and
1, in R1
c D , h s A.9 .  . 0, in R ,2
with supp c ; R j R .1 t r
0 nq1.Let C g OPS R denote the pseudodifferential operator corre-t y x
 .sponding to c . Then, with reference to A.8 , Cu satisfies the followingc
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system:
w x w xP Cu s P , C u q C P , z u q Cz f , .c c
A.10 .
w xB Cu s B, C u q Cz g . .c c
< <Step 3. Estimates in E ' R j R . Within the region E , D F 2c h .1 1 t r 1 0
Since P is an elliptic operator of order 2, there exists a constant b ) 0
 .such that the symbol p x, y; j , h corresponding to P satisfies the in-
equality,
< < 2 < < 2 < < 2p x , y , j , h u ? u G b j q h u . .  .
 .  2 .Therefore, recalling the definition of ` x, y; D , j , h s diag yt D qi
 .p x, y; j , h , the symbol corresponding to P satisfies
` x , y ; D , j , h u ? u s yn t D2 u2 q p x , y ; j , h u ? u .  .1 i i
2 < < 2 < < 2 < < 2 < < 2G y min t D u q b j q h u .  .is1, . . . , n i
< < 2 < < 2 < < 2 < < 2 < < 2G y4c min t h u q b j q h u .  .0 is1, . . . , n i
< < 2 < < 2G y4c min t j u .0 is1, . . . , n i
< < 2 < < 2 < < 2 < < 2 < < 2y 4c min t h u q b j q h u .  .0 is1, . . . , n i
2 2 2< < < < < <s by4c min t j q h u in E . .  .0 is1, . . . , n i 1
ÄHence, choosing c to be sufficiently small and setting b ' b y0
 .4c min t ) 0,0 is1, . . . , n i
Ä 2 2 2< < < < < <` x , y , j , h u ? u G b j q h u . .  .
 .Thus, P is elliptic of order 2 within the region E and system A.101
satisfies elliptic estimates in all variables. In particular,
5 5 3r2 n 5 5 1 nCu q CuH y` , ` ; V .. H y` , ` ; ­ V ..c c
5 5 2 n 5 5 y1 r2qe nw xF B Cu q P , C u  . L y` , ` ; ­ V .. H y` , ` ; V ..c c
5 5 y1 r2qe n 5 5 y1 r2 nw xq C P , z u q Cz f . A.114  .H y` , ` ;V .. H q` , ` ;V ..
< <Step 4. Estimates in E ' R j R . Within the region E , D G c h .2 2 t r 2 0
Recall the definition of the symbol of an operator, the tangential deriva-
tive may be estimated directly.
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5 5 2 2 n= 1 y C u t . L y` , ` ; ­ V ..c
` < < 2 < < < 2ny 1F H H h 1 y c u D , x , g dh dD .  .Ã xs0y` R c
1 2`
ny 1F H H D 1 y c u D , x , h N dh dD .  .Ãy` R c xs02c0
5 5 2 2 ns C 1 y z u . . L y` , ` ; V ..c t
5 5 2 2 nF C u , A.12 .  .L y` , ` ; V ..c t
where u is a Fourier]Laplace transform of u , i.e., the Fourier transformÃc c
in the tangential direction and the Laplace transform in time.
Step 5. Estimates in the entire region. To summarize what we have
achieved by estimating the norm of the solution in localized regions, we
combine the results of the previous two steps. Beginning by rewriting the
norm of the tangential derivative as
5 5 2 n=u t L y` , ` ; ­ V ..c
5 5 2 n 5 5 2 ns = 1 y C u t q =Cu t . L y` , ` ; V .. L y` , ` , ­ V ..c c
5 5 2 n 5 5 1 nF = 1 y C u t q C Cu . . L y` , ` ; ­ V .. H y` , ` ; ­ V ..c c
 .  .Now using the estimates in A.11 and A.12 , we arrive at
5 5 2 n=u t L y` , ` ; ­ V ..c
5 5 2 n 5 5 2 nF C = 1 y c u t q B Cu  .  .L y` , ` ; ­ V .. L y` , ` ; ­ V ..c c
5 5 y1 r2qe n 5 5 y1 r2qe nw x w xq P , C u q C P , z uH y` , ` ; V .. H y` , ` ;V ..c
5 5 y1 r2 nq Cz f 4H y` , ` ; V ..
5 5 2 n 5 5 2 nF u q B Cu  .L 0 , T ; ­ V .. L y` , ` ; ­ V ..t c
5 5 y1 r2qe n 5 5 y1 r2qe nw x w xq P , C u q C P , z uH y` , ` ; V .. H y` , ` ;V ..c
5 5 y1 r2 nq Cz f . A.134  .H y` , ` ; V ..
Step 6. Commutator estimates. In the previous steps, terms arising from
 .the principal part of the operator in system A.10 have been estimated.
However, in defining cutoff solutions, a number of lower order terms have
arisen due to the commutators of the operators. To achieve the final
estimate, these terms must be removed as well.
By using formulas for an asymptotic expansion of the symbols corre-
 w x.sponding to the appropriate commutators see 6, p. 70 and recalling that
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supp c ; E , we obtain1
< < < <w xsymb P , C s O j q h , in E , 4  . 1 A.14 . w xsupp symb P , C ; E , 4 1
< < < <w xsymb C P , z s O j q h , n E , 4  . 1 A.15 . w xsupp symb C P , z ; E , 4 1
w xsymb B, C s O 1 , in E , 4  . 1 A.16 . w xsupp symb B, C ; E , 4 1
1Hence, in particular for any 0 - e - ,2
n n2 1r2qe y1r2qew xP , C g L L y`, `; H V ª H y`, `; V , .  . .  . / /
A.17 .
n n2 1r2qe y1r2qew xC P , z g L L y`, `; H V ª H y`, `; V , .  . .  . / /
A.18 .
n n2 2w xB, C g L L y`, `; ­ V ª L y`, `; ­ V . A.19 .  .  . .  . /
 .  .From A.17 and A.18 ,
5 5 y1 r2qe n 5 5 2 1r2qe nw xP , C u F C u , A.20 .H y` , ` ; V .. L 0 , T ; H V ...c
5 5 y1 r2qe n 5 5 2 1r2qe nw xC P , z u F C u , A.21 .H y` , ` ; V .. L 0 , T ; H V ...c
 .hence, the last three terms in A.13 are bounded by
5 5 2 1r2qe n 5 5 y1 r2qe nC u q f . A.22 4  .L 0 , T ; H V ... H 0 , T ; V ..
 .The second term on the right-hand side of A.13 is estimated by
5 5 2 nB Cu . L y` , ` ; ­ V ..c
5 5 2 n 5 5 2 nw xF B, C u q Cz gL y` , ` ; ­ V .. L y` , ` ; ­ V ..c
5 5 2 n 5 5 2 nF C u q g 4L y` , ` ; ­ V .. L 0 , T ; ­ V ..c
5 5 2 n 5 5 2 nF C u q g . A.23 4  .L 0 , T ; ­ V .. L 0 , T ; ­ V ..
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 .  .  .Step 7. Final estimate. Combining A.22 and A.23 with A.13 , we
arrive at our desired estimate,
5 5 2 n 5 5 2 n=ut F =u tL a , Tya ; ­ V .. L y` , ` ; ­ V ..c
5 5 2 n 5 5 2 1r2qe nF C u q u L 0 , T ; ­ V .. L 0 , T ; H V ...t
5 5 y1 r2 n 5 5 2 nq f q g . A.244  .H 0 , T ; V .. L 0 , T ; < V ..
 .Application of this result to system 2.1 gives us the estimate of Theorem
 .4.1 once we note that g s s u n .
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